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Epiphany 2001 
 

 

Remember September 11? When the first plane slammed 

into the side of the World Trade Centre September 11 had 

already finished in Aotearoa. Don’t forget it.
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This poem was written two days before my birthday, which just happens to be Haile 

Selassie’s. I was in the Wellington City Art Gallery looking at New Zealand art with NZ 

drum’n’bass Concord Dawn cranking in my discman when it came in the flow. I knew it 

was prophetic, I figured Wellington’s ‘Big One’ was due, time to shake down Babylon. 

Some time later I changed it a bit and added some stuff, notably changing tense from 

future to present.  

 

I hand delivered a photocopy to the office of the University of Otago Press for the editor 

of the NZ literature and arts journal “Landfall” at about 4pm on Tuesday 11 September 

2001, NZ time. I wrote “Wellington” on the back with a date for the next month and the 

comment “My call will be: That’ll fuckin’ learn ya!” 

 

I also included two photocopies from a book by a Victoria University of Wellington 

lecturer written about the Maori prophet Rua Kenana and the Maori Millennium. One 

copy was of a page from an overview of Millennial prophets. I arrogantly scribbled on it 

that one day it would all be about me. The other page concerned Rua’s predecessor, the 

greater prophet Te Kooti, who featured in some earlier writing which I’d sent to the same 

man for whom I delivered this stuff. 

 

But that’s not all…..
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This is the middle of the inside fold-out cover of the Beastie Boys’ debut album 

“Licensed to Ill”. The photo is taken in their hometown of New York. I also delivered a 

photocopy of this to the editor of “Landfall” on September 11. I scribbled a note on it 

asking whether the Beasties were claiming rights to being Jewish prophets, or something 

like that, as their license to ill. They seem to be making some kind of statement with the 

album cover, what else could it mean? This is clearer when you know what the outside of 

the cover looks like. I didn’t include a copy of that with the stuff I delivered on 

September 11. I wonder if the man I delivered it for was familiar with the cover? Are 

you? 
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“Licensed to Ill” 

Front Cover 

 

 

 
 

Back Cover 

 

“So what’s the time?…..it’s time to get ill!” 
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This is a photocopy of the letter that accompanied the stuff I delivered. My ‘grandiose 

delusion’, as it has been clinically labelled, was obviously in full force when I wrote it. 

I’d decided I didn’t give a fuck if I could get any kind of help from this person or not, but 

I made sure to ask for it, just for the record. 
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This is my watch, which I had with me on September 11. I got an idea when I was in 

Wellington, prior to travelling down to Dunedin, to get a cheap stopwatch. I thought that 

maybe I’d give it to the publishing person as a gimmick with some message like “Who’s 

fast?” (“What’s the time?” would’ve also been a good line). I found the perfect stopwatch 

in Rebel Sports, but didn’t give it away. 
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The Unbelievable Full Account of My September 11 

 

I woke up at my friends’ place at Tomahawk Beach in Dunedin. It was Tuesday. I was 

feeling pretty charged and ready for action. I was still fired-up from the previous day. 

 

Monday’s post had brought a letter from my mother, forwarded to me by a friend in 

Wellington. I had become totally estranged from my parents early that year for reasons 

that were comprehensively confirmed by my mother’s letter. I was pissed off, hotter than 

hell, you might say. I went for my first run of the spring to blow some of it out. I donned 

my trusty adidas Trail Response runners (the only shoes I had) and headed for the statue 

of the World War One soldier way off high above the bay.  

 

I warmed up along the beach and hit the track leading up to the ridge. The track had 

obviously been used by a herd of cows and had become a shin-deep muddy cowshit bog. 

The gorse on the sides of the track made it impossible to get around. I was swearing and 

cursing and was considering turning back when I realised there was going to be no 

dodging cowshit for me. I caned it hard straight up the guts. I passed slowly through the 

herd near the top and, pushing the pain, charged to the old digger doing him justice. I 

came down via Centre Road back to Tomahawk and washed the shit off my adidas in the 

ocean. I met Jack the huntaway puppy and still had enough to out-run him along the 

beach. 

 

That evening I was hanging out in the warm kitchen with my friend who was cooking 

dinner, I was still high from my run. My mother’s letter had got me going on ideas of 

things like fear and security. “You know what I wanna be when I grow up?” I said, 

talkin’ shit with a grin. “I used to wanna be an assassin, but I don’t care about individuals 

anymore, now I wanna be a terrorist.” I ranted on about it for ages trying to express the 

ideas I was having. I drew some parallels with themes from the movie “Fight Club”. I 

thought about the last scene and imagined dropping the buildings while they were full of 

people. Out of everything I’d spoken and imagined (apologies to Robbie Williams for 

taking out Wellington’s Westpac Trust Stadium during his concert) it was the strongest 

image and remained in my mind when I went to bed. I didn’t recall how the beginning of 

the scene also starts the film, it was a surprise when I saw it again in January 02. Tyler 

starts the story by saying “So here we are: ground zero.” 

 

When I woke up the next day it was September 11. 

 

I’d come to Dunedin for a reason. A few weeks earlier I’d sent some writing to a 

publishing person and had come down to follow it up. But I wasn’t sure what I wanted to 

talk to this person about or how I was going to approach him. So I was just waiting till 

the time was right. 

 

That morning I figured that today was the day. The only money I had for the coming 

couple of days was a bit of loose change, enough for the bus into town, but not back, 

leaving enough for a few photocopies at the library. Prepared for the long walk home I 

caught the bus into the Octagon. 
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I went to the library and spent ages reading and choosing some stuff which I roughly put 

together for the publishing person. It was all about prophets and prophecy and me. I 

walked down to the varsity and delivered it to his office. Then I went and sat in the sun 

and ate my lunch which I’d made that morning. I checked the time, it was quite late, 

about 4pm. I hadn’t intended on being in town so long which was good because I could 

go and meet my friend at her work and get a ride home. 

 

As I walked along George Street heading to her work I very luckily ran into her going the 

other way. She’d left early and was going to a meeting. She gave me a fiver so I could 

wait at a café and have a coffee. I walked past a Greenpeace dude, I knew what I was 

going to do if he asked. He asked. I gave him sharp steel straight in the eyes and said with 

a smile “Dude, peace is highly overrated.” 

 

I went to the café ‘Mazagram’ behind the art gallery, got my usual long black and went to 

grab a copy of the magazine “Wallpaper”, but saw the latest (July/August) copy of 

“Adbusters”. “Adbusters” magazine, subtitled “Journal of the Mental Environment”, is 

anti-consumerism, corporate America, WTO etc. Their work is brilliant, super smart, 

with design concepts that are second to none.  

 

I spent about an hour reading through it. As always, I considered their work to be very 

good. However I was still affected by the same ideas from the previous night. The 

magazine is part of an activist movement called ‘Culture Jamming’. I couldn’t help 

feeling that their culture jamming was just too weak and that they weren’t really jamming 

it hard or far enough. This wasn’t my actual opinion, it’s just what I was feeling at the 

time. 

 

There was a cool photo of riot police protecting a Nike Corporation building in a street 

full of skyscrapers (which city I don’t know). That made me think about the WTO 

protestor recently shot dead in Europe (I was thinking WTO, but was it an IMF protest?) 

It all seemed like some kind of high stakes challenge and caused me to have another wild 

fantasy which followed on from the previous night’s. 

 

I visualised the ultimate Adbusters culture jamming video clip. The opening frame is the 

photo, in runs me, wearing my adidas (‘forever sport’). I sprint through the riot police 

fending off tackles, rugby styles, and make it through the doors into the Nike building. I 

turn and give the finger to the camera before detonating the super explosive strapped to 

my chest (which I changed in the next re-run to my custom-made backpack) which drops 

the building to the ground. The closing copy comes up saying “Just did it.” Adbusted, big 

time. I liked it, I replayed it a few times. I took out my pen and notebook to storyboard it, 

but I struggled with my bad sketching skills on the first frame and besides it was time to 

go. 

 

Come evening I was totally relaxed. I had completed my current mission. Now I was 

open for something new to lead me on. I smiled contently as I reran my day, especially as 
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the afternoon’s visualisation played one last time before I drifted off to sleep as 

peacefully as I ever had. 

 

I awoke early the next morning and could hear there was a buzz going on. My friend 

came and told me to get up so I could see what had happened in the middle of the night 

when I was ‘dead to the world’ fast asleep. Wow. What a confirmation! 

 

“The CIA did it” was my call. 

 

“Brad Pitt did it!” was my friend’s. 

 

We watched the World Trade Centre go down in a cloud of dust on a black and white TV 

screen not much bigger than a slice of bread. 

 

“Babylon is fallen,” sung my friend, from a song by the band Steel Pulse. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Shoes by adidas. 

From Rebel Sport Wellington. 

 

 

 

 

 

“From his mouth comes a sharp sword with which to strike  

  down the nations, and he will rule them with a rod of iron” Rev19:15 

 

 

 


